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At the same time, you are always being yourself, 
on work or off work, for collaboration, independent 
thinking or making decision in a meeting.

U series sofa draws its inspiration from the letter "U" 
for its mellow shape, and the multifaceted "YOU" is 
naturally revealed on U series sofa.

There are a 
thousand you 
in a thousand 
places.
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The U-shaped contour offers an 
idyllic scene. Its shape looks like 
a pistachio, or a mouth wide open, 
laughing out loud.

UU,
Like A 
Smiling 
Mouth
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45-degree Section: Art of Beveling

Clean beveled edge makes the seat and 
back more harmoniously unified. The 
45-degree section of three fingerbreadth 
offers softer support for your elbows. The 
hidden stitching technique helps hide 
thread, sketching its stereoscopic contour.
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Double Sofa Pillows for 100% Interactivity
The two cobble-shaped pillows of 10cm 
width, one for leaning and one for holding, 
spark inspiration during interactivity and 
add joy to any conversation.
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One potted plant on the table livens up
the space, and two cups of coffee make 
us closer.

Sofa and 
Coffee 
Table
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Various Types for Delightful Space
V-shaped circular steel leg offers support 
to the whole table surface, and 10 kinds of 
coffee table surface are available for your 
choice, creating joyful space. With either 
square or round table, creative ideas are 
here exchanged freely.
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Talk freely about the new trend on U series...
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Monet's Impressionism tells the story
Sitting in UC, feel Monet's impressionism.
Black and white U series is Monet's Water Lilies, 
quiet and elegant, while blackish green U series 
is Monet's Impression, Sunrise, natural and lively.
With such sight in your eyes, you could free 
your imagination, and artistic taste for space is 
naturally revealed.



F lower  Pa in t i ng

Jacquard Weave Originated from Han Dynasty
Interwoven Landscape into the Picture

Interweaving yarns with jacquard weave technique after dyeing is a very 
delicate and difficult procedure, with which the scene will be manifested 
after more than 1000 times of weaving. Using this technique, U series 
allows you enjoy the ink painting during casual chat.
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One-piece Steel Leg, 
Assembleor Disassemble at Your Convenience

With fine tubular steel leg and 120-degree slant angle, comfort 
is assured. There are only 4 screws for fixing the legs, making it 
easier to assemble and disassemble.
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Naturally blossom like a Calla lily, UY is designed with 
a "Y" shape to demonstrate its unique temperament, as 
if the space is filled with its fragrance. Each minute of 
chatting and sitting here manifests your identity.

UY, Thorough Expression
of Elegance
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Design of UY was leaded by renowned STUDIO MITO from Italy. 
Inspired by the blossoming shape of Calla lily, the designer adopts the 
elegant roundness of the flower to shape the chair base, and designs 
a bionic reclined headrest inspired by cornices. You are comfortable 
sitting here with a feeling of being hugged. Immersed in the stylish and 
leisure space created with UY chairs, your temperament fully reveals 
no matter what you do.
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Petal-shaped Cutting and Stitching

Adopt stitching technique used for 
world-class luxury autos. Four "petals" 
are independently cut and stitched 
together to form a vivid flower. The 
upholstery is embellished on the 
sponge using hidden grooves and snap 
joints, making it smooth and appealing.
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Beautiful as if it comes from a scenery 
picture, making your space a visual treat.
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Headrest, Surround Your Neck 
and Give Soft Support
The headrest is designed with a curved shape 
with soft and skin-friendly upholstery and filled 
with high elastic sponge. Soft and breathable, 
rest your neck here for relaxation.

560mm-wide base is reliable in bear-loading, and is 
360 degree rotatable. A combination of architectural 
and dynamics beauty and fairytale joy.
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Nanotechnology, Three-proof 
Material

American nanotechnology researched 
and developed based on natural 
waterproof effect of lotus leaf makes the 
material water/oil/stain-proof, free you 
from coffee, fruit juice or water stains.
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Love it at the first sight, love it more for 
its company as a friend, a partner, and a 
supporter.
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With a pen on one hand, and a glass of red wine 
on the other, sitting in UD and getting immersed 
in thinking while the music is on.
D-shape is UD's elegant silhouette.

ud
Grace
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“The process of design includes seeking, 
discovering, and creating beauty, which is 

an innate mission for designers.”
                                        —Designer of UD
                        CLAUDIO BELLINI DESIGN

As Château Lafite-Rothschild 1986 is 
classic for every red wine lover, UD may 
be the same to people who enjoy their 
personal space and time.

Uncluttered seat and smooth back bring 
UD its sleek appearance, showcasing an 
elegant and attractive space.
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Capsule-shaped connecting part has no screws and redundant 
decoration, simple yet glamorous.
The upper connecting part of larger diameter envelops the lower 
part, and with the built-in gas lift mechanism equipped, a height of 
3cm is reserved for buffering, perfectly fitting any move of your body. 
360-degree revolving function shapes an elegant "dancer" out of you.

SEAMLESS 
CONNECTION
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Imported Material, Natural Comfort
The pure wool is imported from Denmark. 
The breathing woven material is resilient 
and crease-free.
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Tipsy in UD, a kind of life attitude, 
a casual state of life.
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Space smiles to you with colors, while the 
fabric shows spirit within a touch
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C-shaped UC is like a swing. Sitting on it, your 
body and mind become fully relaxed.

UC 
Relax Your
Body and Mind
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Simplistic Style

Decorated with leather finish on its upper part, the steel-
frame leg fully explains "less is more". Thin leather sofa 
back paired with thick sofa cushion fabric: the beauty of 
different layers is created effortlessly. Clean and neat, UC 
brings a simplistic feeling.
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Quilted Point Offers Body Massage

8 quilted points divide the seat and back into 
18 soft sections, and sofa cushion is filled 
with EPE of 10cm thickness, transforming 
the sofa into an inviting massage equipment. 
The swing-type floated support makes the 
sofa fully fit your body.
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Three-proofing: Say Goodbye to Stains

Coffee stain is a headache for cleaning, 
but don't worry, UC adopts American 
nanotechnology fabric, which has passed strict 
tests on water-proof, antifouling, and grease-
proof functionality. Stains will no longer exist 
with a gentle wipe.
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Punch out, say goodbye to all work stress, and 
sit in UC with books in your hand, oh, what a 
wonderful day!
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Effort pays. Put time and energy into discussion and negotiation 
to obtain a conclusion, and leisure after is an extra treat.
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u series UF

Poetic Leisure Space - UF

welcome
A CHANGE

OF
SPACE
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Poetic Leisure view.
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“Integrate design with human nature and create 
carefree spaces. Always follow your heart. ” 

ITO 
Start in 1987

Alongside the coastline, waves battered the 
rock, seagulls hovered around, two fin whales 
frolicked in the distance and a sailing boat 
loomed up out of the fog... Designers of ITO 
incorporate the sailing boat into the design and 
use the sail as the mainframe and cobblestone 
as the base. Inheriting the wisdom of raising 
sails and lowering sails, a flip sofa comes 
into being, bringing you into a La La Land the 
moment you sink into it. 

La La Land 
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Revising plans in the waiting hall is quite normal for employees.
550*650*300mm storage space is as large as the base of the 
ship, admitting your books and backpacks easily. 

ARTICLE UF 01

Storage base at your disposal 

PRACTICAL
CREATIVE
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Enjoy a wonderful moment!

UF

UUF brings nature to your office 

and enables you to be immersed 

in the poetic coastal views. It 

naturally accommodates most 

public spaces and creates a La 

La Land in this bustling world. 

Holding a book and taking a sip 

of tea, you can enjoy a relaxing 

moment here. 

n a t u r a l
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Designed by: ITO + SUNON

Feel lethargic and long for fresh ideas?  
Why not have a date with UF? 
With the “sail” raised, take a breath and meditate;
With the “sail” lowered, exchange ideas with partners. 

Hey, open your mind!

ARTICLE UF 01

1
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Private talks? Heated discussions? 
UF can always meet your needs.
Holding the handle, you can flip the 
screen easily,giving yourself a rest after 
vigorous debates. 

Invisible casters enable smooth movements 
without even the slightest traces.

Whoa! Let’s flip it!

Join us! Roam from now!

ARTICLE UF 01
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UF knows what you want. The sail-shape screen 
gives you semi-open protection, while polyester 
fiber brings a great sound-absorbing performance. 

Enjoy the poetic beauty of nature and get 
along with it harmoniously. The screen is made 
of polyester fiber, natural, eco-friendly, and 
recyclable. 

Note: the above sound-absorbing date is calculated 
based on GB/T 1673:1997. 

Formaldehyde-free Recyclable Fire-resistant Sound-absorbing Mold-proof

Sound-absorbing safe haven 
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Start a cozy and
carefree life!

UF

Aspire to learn more and display a 

genteel manner. There are lucid waters 

and lush mountains deep in the heart. A 

poetic space brings an influx of brilliant 

ideas. Take UF, and join us now!
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SU32.1.MR 

SU34.1.MR(SU) 

SU33.1.MR 

SU31.1.YR 

SU31.1.MR 

SU34.1.MR 

SU30.1.MR

W780*D810*H860(mm)

SU32.1.MR 

W720*D860*H830(mm)

SU33.1.MR(SU) 

W940*D840*H800(mm)

SU30.1.HF

W780*D810*H860(mm)

W720*D860*H830(mm)

W940*D900*H1040(mm)

W940*D840*H800(mm)

W740*D710*H740(mm)

W740*D710*H740(mm)

W940*D900*H1040(mm)

SU30.1.MR

W780*D810*H860(mm)

T191

W400*D400*H420(mm)

T192

W600*D600*H350(mm)

T190

φ600*H350(mm)

T194

W1200*D600*H280(mm)

T193

W800*D800*H280(mm)

φ400*H420(mm)

T189

T186

W850*D530*H350(mm)

T187

W1140*D980*H280(mm)

T188

W1200*D600*H280(mm)

T185

W610*D450*H420(mm)

Coffee Table

Back (cushion side)/Seat (cushion side)/Seat (leather frame side)/Pillow (fixed collocation) 

Back (cushion side)/Seat (cushion side)/Seat (leather frame side)/Pillow

Armrest/Back/Seat

SM-QN29B

SM-QN29B

SM-QN29B

TM-VI10B

TM-VI10B

SM-QN10B

SM-QN10B

SM-QN10B

TM-VI11B

TM-VI11B

SM-HF50H

SM-HF50H

SM-SF29B

TM-VI81B

TM-VI81B

S-KU62B

TM-VI29B

TM-VI29B

SM-HF81H

SM-HF81H

SM-PT60B

TM-VI64B

TM-VI64B

S-KU82B

TM-VI27B

TM-VI27B

SM-HF83H

SM-HF83H

SM-SF65B SM-SF50B

TM-VI50B

TM-VI50B

TM-VI21B

TM-VI21B

SM-HF40H

SM-HF40H

SM-SF27B

TM-VI82B

TM-VI82B

S-KU30B

TM-VI30B

TM-VI30B

SM-HF27H

SM-HF27H

SM-PT10B

TM-VI90B

TM-VI90B

S-KU22B

TM-VI42B

TM-VI42B

SU30

SU31

Product Specifications

CUF10GM 

W760*D600*H805(mm)

SU32

Back Frame Armrest Surface

Upholstery

SM-SF81B

TP-PV11H TP-PV11HTP-PV20H TP-PV20HTP-PV22H TP-PV22H

SM-SF80BSM-SF65BSM-SF35B SM-SF42B SM-SF50B SM-SF62BSM-SF29BSM-SF27B

W-23B E-09 E-13 E-01W-24B E-10 E-14

Coffee Table
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SM-PC62B SM-PC83BSM-PC21B SM-PC51B SM-PC11B SM-PC60BSM-PC27BSM-PC10B

SU33/34

UF

SM-SR35H SM-SR70HSM-SR30H

SM-SU29B

SM-SR27H

SM-SU10B

Seat (cushion side)/Seat (leather frame side)

Seat (cushion side)

Felt screen Plastic base

Seat (cushion side)

Seat (cushion side)/Seat (leather frame side)

Seat (leather frame side)

TP-PV21H

TP-PV21H TP-PV11H

+ +

Black Grey Meteor Grey

SM-SF81BSM-SF80BSM-SF65BSM-SF35B SM-SF42B SM-SF50B SM-SF62BSM-SF29BSM-SF27B

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


